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Abstract

Source code is a significant subject of research on software engineering, especially in source code analysis. The purpose of the source code analysis includes quantitative software quality assessment, prediction of source code problems, and reuse of existing software. Especially, the appearance of Mining Software Repositories (MSR) accelerates the momentum of source code analysis. MSR realizes various analyses combining source code and development history information. In any programming language, source code generally allows grammatical flexibility. The flexibility includes: selecting for-loop or while-loop, using ternary operator or if-statement, and whether or not to use break or continue statement. Coding style, which frequently sparks discussion between developers, arises from such flexibility. Although the flexibility gives various implement options for developers, it negatively affects source code analysis. When researchers conduct source code analysis, they generally perform preprocessing methods for eliminating syntactic differences before the analysis. Removing blank lines and code comments, formatting source code, replacing variables with specific tokens are major methods of source code preprocessing. Although source code preprocessing is a common task for many studies, these know-hows and tools have not been shared enough. In this study, we propose a concept of Source Code Neutralization. The purpose of neutralization is to avoid negative effects on source code analysis by transforming the given code into the normalized form. One of the important ideas is that neutralized source code behaves completely the same as the original. Also, the neutralized code keeps syntactic correctness, which means the code is always in compilable. The above restrictions enable fluent neutralization chains as a pipeline which has been leveraged in many software systems such as Unix and CI/CD (continuous integration and delivery). Under the concept of neutralization, we integrate preprocessing methods conducted in existing studies. Besides, we propose a tool named Neu4j as a prototype system. With Neu4j, researchers neutralize source code collectively and try various neutralizations freely. In order to indicate the effectiveness of neutralization and usefulness of Neu4j, we reproduced an existing experiment of cross-project defect prediction.
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1 Introduction

Source code is a significant subject of research on software engineering, especially in source code analysis [1] [2]. The purpose of the source code analysis includes quantitative software quality assessment [3], prediction of source code problems [4], and reuse of existing software [5]. Especially, the appearance of Mining Software Repositories (MSR) accelerates the momentum of source code analysis. MSR realizes various analyses combining source code and development history information.

Source code generally contains syntax differences arising from the flexibility of programming languages. The flexibility includes selecting for-loop or while-loop, using ternary operator or if-statement, and whether or not to use break or continue statement. Coding style, which frequently sparks discussion between developers, arises from such flexibilities. Although the flexibility gives various implementation options for developers, it negatively affects source code analysis. Source code analysis is not performed by humans so that understandability and readability are an obstacle. In order to eliminate such varieties and obtain more meaningful results, source code has been preprocessed depending on the analysis [6] [7]. Well-known and often used methods of source code preprocessing are removing blank lines and code comments, formatting source code, and replacing the variable name with anonymous one (e.g., \texttt{i} \rightarrow \$1$).

Preprocessing source code is also effectiveness when using various static code analysis tools. Lincke et al. compared several tools for software metrics measurement [8]. They pointed out that each tool takes a different policy, and the measurement results are different depending on tools. Even if measuring simple metrics such as logical LOC, metrics tools indicate different numbers. In such a situation, source code preprocessing is an effective way to avoid the problem. By preprocessing source code with a certain standard, researchers will not have to care about such problems.

Although source code preprocessing is a common task for many studies, these know-hows and tools have not been shared enough. So far, researchers eliminate code varieties by using techniques such as program dependence graph (PDG) [9] [10] and abstract syntax tree (AST) [11]. However, researchers have conducted such preprocessing methods for a specific analysis. It is not clear that the preprocessed source code is reusable for another kind of analysis. Also, the result of preprocessing is not uniformed. When researchers develop a preprocessing tool, they will not develop the tool under the specific rule. Therefore, it is not easy to reuse preprocessing methods for another type of analysis.

In this research, we propose a concept of Source Code Neutralization. We define Source Code Neutralization as to transform given source code into normalized form by eliminating specific syntax flexibility. Neutralized code behaves the same as the original and keeps syntax correctness. Researchers can easily perform a series of neutralization methods like a pipeline. Under the concept of neutralization, we integrate source code preprocessing
methods and perform them at one time. Besides, we propose a tool named Neu4j, which neutralizes source code. Neu4j take source file or source file directory and neutralize them. By providing Neu4j, we expect to eliminate the current incoherent on preprocessing and realize various combination and ordering of neutralization.

Besides, we reproduce an existing experiment of cross-project defect prediction with neutralized source code. The purpose of this experiment is to confirm that neutralization has some influence on static code analysis. As a result, it is indicated that neutralization certainly affects the result of the analysis.

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows: in Chapter 2, we show motivating examples for this research. In Chapter 3, we explain our proposal concept of Source Code Neutralization. In Chapter 4, we present our proposal tool of Neu4j. In Chapter 5, we show the usage examples of our approach. In Chapter 6, we present our experiment and evaluation of our approach. In Chapter 7, we discuss the threats to validity of the evaluation. In Chapter 8, we provide related works for this research. Finally, in Chapter 9, we discuss the conclusions and future work.
2 Motivating Examples

In this section, we introduce motivating examples of our work. ExampleA.java and ExampleB.java, shown in Figure 1, have the same functionalities. However, they do not have the same implementation.

2.1 The difference in unnecessary information

In Figure 1, yellowish-green highlights indicate comments and blank lines. Researchers often regard comments and blank lines on source code as unnecessary information. Though both lines give useful information for developers, they are unnecessary for analysis. Also, the insertion frequency and the number of such lines depend on the developer. For example, researchers often use logical lines of code (LLOC), which is the number of lines excluding comments and blank lines [12].

2.2 The difference in conditionals

Blue highlights shown in Figure 1 indicate the difference in conditionals. In any programming language, conditionals are a part of a significant basis. The use of such conditional notations strongly depends on each developer [10] [13]. For example, lines 17 to 21 in ExampleA.java are conditionals using if-else statement. In ExampleB.java, a ternary operator is used on line 9. Both ternary operator and if-else statement has the same function. Nevertheless, their numbers of statements are quite different. Not only that, switch case statement also have the same function. Such differences in conditionals generate inequality.
2.3 The difference in granularities of statements

In Figure 1, pink highlights show the difference in granularities of statements. Some developers prefer to use temporary variables for giving an explicit name, statements more straightforward, or easing debugging. Others prefer to stuff information into one program line. Such preference of developers occurs the difference in granularities of statements.

For example, ExampleA.java is described more finely than ExampleB.java. Lines 8 to 12 in ExampleA.java are the step to get the current time and output it. Some variables such as \texttt{hour} and \texttt{min} are used temporary. On the other hand, line 6 in ExampleB.java executes the above steps in one statement. There is no temporary variable for the output string in ExampleB.java, and this leads to reduce the count of line. In the case of source code analysis, it is desirable to eliminate such an imbalance of granularities. In order to adjust the granularity of source code, Higo et al. proposed code flattening [14]. Code flattening dissolves a complex program statement to multiple simple ones. It was indicated that code flattening contributes to obtaining more meaningful results of the analysis.
3 Neutralization

In this section, we define our proposal concept of *Source Code Neutralization* and show some examples. Hereafter, we call Source Code Neutralization as neutralization.

3.1 Definition

Our proposed concept, *Source Code Neutralization* is to transform a given source code to remove its varieties without changing external behavior. The variety of source code includes coding styles and other differences that arose from flexibilities on the programming language. The purpose of neutralization is to avoid the negative effect on source code analysis by removing these varieties. Since neutralization is assumed to be performed for source code analysis, understandability and readability are not considered. As a premise, the target of neutralization is compilable and valid source code. Before and after neutralization, source code behaves completely the same as the original.

Refactoring performs a similar process with our concept in terms of source code transformation. However, the purpose of refactoring is to improve maintainability, understandability, and other qualities for developers. Neutralization is conducted for source code analysis. Their purposes are definitively different.

3.2 Methods

Neutralization is conducted in various researches. Table 1 shows the neutralization methods conducted by existing researches.

Removing blank lines and comments from source code is an example of neutralization [7] [15]. Blank lines and comments are often removed to calculate LLOC. Reformatting source code is also conducted [16] [17]. The varieties that arose from coding-styles are unnecessary information for source code analysis.

Not only style neutralization, but there is also various syntax neutralization [10] [13] [14]. Code flattening [14] neutralizes the granularities of source code. The difference in selecting for-loop or while-loop, using a ternary operator or if-else statement, is also a target of neutralization [10] [13]. Such kind of neutralizations transforms source code structurally.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Removing blank lines</td>
<td>All blank lines in source code will be removed.</td>
<td><code>i = i + 1; // comment</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Removing comments</td>
<td>All comments in source code will be removed.</td>
<td><code>i = i + 1;</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reformat</td>
<td>Coding style will be reformatted by specific standards</td>
<td><code>c = a.fn() + b.fn()</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code flattening</td>
<td>A complex program statement will be dissolved into multiple simple ones.</td>
<td><code>c = $1 = a.fn(); $2 = b.fn();</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statement ordering</td>
<td>Statements will be reordered not to change the behavior of source code.</td>
<td><code>int a; int b;</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tokenization</td>
<td>All tokens will be separated by newline character.</td>
<td><code>import java . util . . .</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normalizing conditionals</td>
<td>All conditional statements such as if-else statement and ternary operator will be unified into one type.</td>
<td><code>a = b ? c : d;</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normalizing loops</td>
<td>All loop statements such as for-loop, while-loop, and enhanced for-loop will be unified into one type.</td>
<td><code>for(i = 0; i &lt; a.len; i++)</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implicit predicates</td>
<td>Implicit predicates will be specified clearly.</td>
<td><code>if (5 % 3)</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstracting identifiers</td>
<td>Identifiers will be replaced specific tokens to ignore the difference of identifier names.</td>
<td><code>int count -&gt; int $1</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expanding identifiers</td>
<td>Abbreviated identifiers will be expanded to the original word.</td>
<td><code>execFunc -&gt; executeFunction</code></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Neutralization Methods
Figure 2: The flow of neutralization. ExampleA.java and ExampleB.java correspond to Figure 1. After the neutralization, both .java files have the same implementation shown in Example.java.

3.3 Flow of Neutralization

Figure 2 shows the flow of neutralization. In this figure, two source codes in Figure 1 are neutralized in roughly three steps. At first, comments and blank lines are removed. This step neutralizes the difference in unnecessary information. Second, conditionals are normalized to if-else statements. This step neutralizes the difference in conditionals. At last, the complex program statements are converted to multiple simple ones. This step neutralizes the difference in granularities of statements. After all the steps, ExampleA.java and ExampleB.java will have the same implementation, excluding variable names. It is indicated that neutralization can narrow the gap of source code.
4 Neu4j

In this section, we introduce our proposal tool Neu4j for neutralization. Firstly, we introduce an overview of Neu4j. Then, we describe the current implementation of Neu4j.

4.1 Overview

As mentioned in the previous section, many researchers refer to neutralize source code or variety on source code. Moreover, some of them provide tools for neutralization. Nevertheless, such neutralizations have not been integrated yet. Existing neutralizations are existing independently. In order to integrate existing neutralizations, we propose Neu4j.

Neu4j\(^1\) is a command-line tool which provides many neutralization methods for Java. Figure 3 shows a concrete example of neutralization process with Neu4j. At first, Neu4j takes the target source code as input using \(-i\) option. Neu4j transform target source code by selected preprocessing methods, which are called as components.

In Neu4j, neutralization is regarded as a combination of components. Actors select necessary components and put them in the order they want to try. This sequential processing is similar to pipelining such as Unix, Docker [35], and CI/CD [36]. Not only them, pipelining is a significant philosophy and employed in various fields of software engineering. The architecture of Neu4j imitates this philosophy of pipelining. As we showed in Section 2, source code is often neutralized continuously, but different tools conduct each process. By using Neu4j, researchers do not have to collect and perform tools independently. Also,

\(^1\)Neu4j means abbreviation of Neutralization for Java.
researchers do not have to care about the difference between the interface of tools. After all preprocessing steps, Neu4j output neutralized source code.

4.2 Implementation

As of now, Neu4j provides six components of neutralization: rmComment, rmBlank, reformat, granularity, conditional, and tokenize.

removeCommentLines. This component removes unnecessary information of comments from source code. As an implementation, we use CommentRemover provided by Higo [37].

removeBlankLines. This component neutralizes unnecessary of blank lines from source code.

reformat. This component neutralizes the difference in coding style based on default settings of Eclipse. Currently, all parameters are set as default of Eclipse\(^2\).

granularity. This component neutralizes the granularity of program statement. We introduced JCodeFlattener provided by Higo et al. [14] to Neu4j.

conditional. This component neutralizes the difference of conditional expressions. Current implementation convert ternary operators to if-else statements.

tokenize. This component neutralizes the granularity per one line. We introduced JavaTokenizer provided by Doi [38] to Neu4j.

4.3 Specification

As shown in Figure 3, researchers can use Neu4j by starting with neu command. The second argument of neu command is the component name to use for neutralization. Although Figure 3 shows the example which neutralizes a source code file, Neu4j can neutralize a specific source code directory. All source code files under the directory are neutralized keeping the directory structure.

5 Usage Example

In order to show the use case of Neu4j, we neutralize the differences of source code shown in Figure 1. For providing familiar examples, we assume two cases of neutralization for measuring different types of lines of code (LOC).

5.1 Measuring LLOC

Before measuring LLOC, we have to eliminate blank lines and comments from source code. As we mentioned in Section 1, we have to clear the definition of each metric on the tool when we use a metrics tool. The definition of the metrics depends on each tool. By neutralization of source code, we can avoid such efforts. When counting the lines of a file, we can use `wc` command with `--lines` option. Before the use of `wc` command, we have to neutralize source code. We can eliminate blank lines and comments by the following command.

```
$ neu rmComment -i ExampleA.java \
  -o out/ExampleA.java | neu rmBlank
```

The processes eliminating comments and blank lines are combined by pipeline. Though file-path is inherited to the next component, Neu4j does not require to set input/output options every component. After this neutralization process, we can count the LLOC by the following command.

```
$ wc -l out/ExampleA.java
```

In addition, Neu4j can take a source file directory as input. When neutralizing source files under `src` directory, the following command is executable.

```
$ neu rmComment -i src/ -o out/ \
  | neu rmBlank
```

By specification of a directory path, researchers do not have to neutralize each source file independently. Besides, it handles differences between component interfaces.

5.2 Measuring fine-grained LOC

In this section, we define fine-grained LOC as the LLOC of a neutralized source file. For example, as shown in Figure 1, the granularity per one program statement depends on each developer. By neutralization of granularities, we can expect to obtain more fine-grained results. Before the measurement of fine-grained LOC, we have to remove unnecessary information and neutralize the granularity of source code. We can neutralize source code for fine-grained LOC with the following command.

```
$ neu rmComment -i ExampleA.java \
  -o out/ExampleA.java | neu rmBlank
```
Only adding the command of `neu granularity` to the command shown in Section 5.1, we can neutralize source code as we would like.

Moreover, we can easily add and reorder components. Directory specification is also available.

Especially when using preprocessing tools provided by researchers or developers, researchers need to care about the difference in the interface such as input/output specification and option name. In order to avoid such efforts, Neu4j integrates preprocessing tools and behaves as a wrapper of the tools. Furthermore, Neu4j always outputs a compilable source code. This premise enables fluent neutralization chains as a pipeline.
6 Experiment

6.1 Overview

In this section, we explain our experiment to confirm the influence of neutralization on static code analysis. We reproduced a cross-project defect prediction conducted by Zimmermann et al [39]. However, our experiment did not completely reproduce the experiment for some reason. First, the dataset used in the experiment is not available. We use another bug dataset alternatively. Besides, some metrics proposed by them were unclear, and we could not extract the metrics.

In general, the purpose of defect prediction is to predict the number of bugs included in the source file by statistical approaches including supervised machine learning. Some software metrics were extracted from the source files and historical information of the development. The extracted metrics were used as explanatory variables of machine learning, and the number of bugs used as an objective variable. Ideally, prediction model is trained with the data of the project to predict. However, training data is often not available or insufficient when the project is in the step of first release or developing company is too small [39]. In the case of cross-project defect prediction, the model is constructed by the metrics extracted from other software development projects. Therefore, the result of defect prediction may be influenced by the varieties on the project used for learning. We considered that the result of defect prediction would be changed by neutralization.

We briefly describe the flow of this experiment. At first, we retrieved source files of the projects by checking out their Git repositories. Then, all source files were neutralized by a variety of combinations. After that, we calculated the metrics of source code. The defect prediction was conducted with the metrics, and we compared the results of prediction.

6.2 Experimental Methodologies

6.2.1 Dataset

The dataset used in the experiment by Zimmermann et al. [39] is not available. Instead, we used Bug Database of GitHub Projects published by Tóth et al [40] for bug prediction. Table 2 shows a list of projects included in Bug Database of GitHub Projects. In this dataset, there is information about fifteen projects. However, this dataset was published four years ago, and some of them lack the data for defect prediction. For instance, we could not find the hash of Oryx from its Git repository. One possible reason is that Oryx project had applied re-construction for their Git repository. Moreover, we wanted to use the version with most bugs and the previous one. However, Android Universal I. L. and Mission Control T. did not have the previous data. They did not satisfy the conditions, so we removed them from the target. As a result, we use twelve projects for the next step.
6.2.2 Source Files

In the bug database, all source files are assigned a specific id which can uniquely identify the file. This id can be used to map an actual source file to bug information. In order to map source files to bug information, we stored all committed source files in all projects and assigned a unique name to them. Figure 4 shows the naming rule of source files. All files were named based on the following three keys.

**id:** This key can be used to map source files to bug information.

**order:** This key means the committed order of each file. The starting point of the order is the latest commit in the version. The order is reversed from the time axis.

**commit hash:** This key is the first six characters of commit hash.

With these three keys, all source files are named. All files were stored in the directory for each project in serial.

Table 3 shows the total number of stored source files for each project. The numbers of source files heavily depended on the projects. As a premise, the purpose of this experiment is to confirm the influence of neutralization. Therefore, we need to eliminate data imbalance for learning. In order to eliminate the imbalance, we limited the number of stored source files from 1000 to 5000. Finally, we selected six projects shown in Table 3.

Table 2: Projects in Public Bug Database

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project name</th>
<th>Date of latest commit in database</th>
<th>Hash (version with most bugs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Android Universal I. L.</td>
<td>2013/1/19</td>
<td>48d5c652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANTLR v4</td>
<td>2014/2/3</td>
<td>5e05b71e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BroadleafCommerce</td>
<td>2014/3/5</td>
<td>72255ca6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eclipse p. for Ceylon</td>
<td>2014/10/8</td>
<td>29c9597b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elasticsearch</td>
<td>2014/8/3</td>
<td>b68c4eb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hazelcast</td>
<td>2014/5/9</td>
<td>139f7eb8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jUnit</td>
<td>2011/8/22</td>
<td>61f06547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MapDB</td>
<td>2013/9/27</td>
<td>f6d1d916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mcMMO</td>
<td>2013/7/11</td>
<td>4a5307f4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mission Control T.</td>
<td>2012/6/29</td>
<td>0cc9d801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neo4j</td>
<td>2014/4/9</td>
<td>04576eb6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netty</td>
<td>2013/2/21</td>
<td>b644d4e9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OrientDB</td>
<td>2013/12/10</td>
<td>bbb45db9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oryx</td>
<td>2013/11/10</td>
<td>291ba768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Titan</td>
<td>2014/10/9</td>
<td>495402f9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4: Naming rule of source files

Table 3: Total number of stored source files

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Name</th>
<th>Total stored files</th>
<th>Selected for prediction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ANTLR v4</td>
<td>771</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BroadleafCommerce</td>
<td>1,895</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eclipse p. for Ceylon</td>
<td>4,596</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elasticsearch</td>
<td>11,203</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hazelcast</td>
<td>8,285</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jUnit</td>
<td>472</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MapDB</td>
<td>745</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mcMMO</td>
<td>2,351</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neo4j</td>
<td>12,901</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netty</td>
<td>3,721</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OrientDB</td>
<td>3,799</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Titan</td>
<td>3,898</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.2.3 Source Code Metrics

This experiment is based on the experiment conducted by Zimmermann et al [39]. We calculated the following four metrics which are used in their experiment.

**Added lines/Total LOC:** This metric means the ratio of added lines to total LOC. The reason to use relative metrics is that existing studies have shown that absolute metrics are poor in predicting pre- and post-release defects. Using normalized metrics is highly effective to qualify the change in a system. This metric was calculated by the number of added lines between the version with most bugs and the previous one.

**Deleted lines/Total LOC:** This metric means the ratio of deleted lines to total LOC. This metric was calculated by the number of deleted lines between the version with most bugs and the previous one.

**Cyclomatic Complexity/Total LOC:** This metric means the cyclomatic complexity per total LOC. This metric was calculated by cyclomatic complexity of source file in the version with most bugs. We use PMD [41] to measure cyclomatic complexity.

**((Added lines + Deleted lines)/(commits + 1)):** This metric means the number of modified lines between each commit. Adding the number of added lines and deleted lines is equal to the number of modified lines. The number of modified lines was divided by the number of commits plus one.

6.2.4 Neutralization

In the experiment by Zimmermann et al. [39], source code was used without any preprocessing. In our experiment, we neutralized source code by Neu4j and used it for prediction.

As shown in the previous section, we used the metrics which heavily depend on the LOC in this experiment. Therefore, we selected four components: **removeBlankLines**, **removeCommentLines**, **granularity**, and **tokenize**. Each component is abbreviated as B, C, G, and T, respectively. We conducted nine combinations of neutralization: B, C, G, T, BC, BG, CG, GT, and BCG. Since the component of tokenize includes rmBlank and rmComment, we did not combine tokenize and rmBlank or rmComment. Besides, these combinations output the same neutralized source code regardless of the order of components.

6.2.5 Prediction

We performed machine learning for prediction. As a learning algorithm, we selected Random Forest [42]. Random Forest was indicated its high performance in Bug Database of GitHub Projects [40].
Though it is general to conduct parameter tuning in machine learning, we used default parameters. Our purpose was not to improve the performance of the model but to confirm the influence by neutralization on analysis. We constructed six learning models. These models learned data of five projects and predicted the remaining one project.

As an evaluation index, we employed Area Under the Curve (AUC) [43] of Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve (ROC) [44]. Also, we analyzed the change of each metric by neutralization. In this experiment, we calculated AUC of ROC with the following steps.

1. Data Sorting

Before the calculation of AUC, we preprocessed the prediction data. At first, all data were sorted in descending order based on the predicted number of bugs. Next, data were also sorted in descending order based on the actual number of bugs not to change the order of the predicted number of bugs.

2. Plotting and Calculation

In order to calculate the AUC, we plotted ROC. For normalization, we plotted three cases of ROC: prediction, best, and worst. ROC in the case of prediction is the plot of the integrated value of predict number of bugs. ROC in the best case is plotted based on the integrated value of the actual number of bugs in order of Step 1. ROC in the worst case is the plot of the integrated value of the actual number of bugs in the reversed order of Step 1.

3. Normalization

Based on three cases of ROC, we calculated AUC. AUC will be maximum in case of best and be minimum in case of worst.

In this experiment, it was required to compare the results of the six projects. So, we normalized ROC to the range of 0 to 1. When the case $X$ of AUC is described as $AUC(X)$, normalized AUC in the case of prediction is calculated with the following formula.

$$\frac{AUC(prediction) - AUC(min)}{AUC(max) - AUC(min)}$$

6.3 Results

6.3.1 AUC

Figure 5 shows the prediction result with neutralized source code. The vertical axis shows the value of AUC. The horizontal axis shows project names used for prediction. AUC significantly increased in the prediction of ceylon-ide-eclipse and mcMNO. Especially, AUC of mcMNO was improved about 0.2 points in case of neutralization by GT. AUC tends to improve when the value was low without neutralization. Though AUC of orientdb
and titan did not change, AUC of BroadleafCommerce and netty decreased. AUC also
tends to get worse when the value was high without neutralization.

6.3.2 Added lines/Total LOC

Figure 6 shows the change of Added lines/Total LOC metric. The vertical axis shows
the change ratio compared to the metric calculated with source code without neutral-
ization. When the value in the vertical axis is one, it is the same as in the case without
neutralization. Overall, the change tendency is similar to each other. However, the change
ratio of BroadleafCommerce is greatly different from other projects. The change ratio of
orientdb is also different from others. Also, when introducing the component of G, the
ratio tends to become high. As shown in Figure 6a, one-time neutralization did not change
the metric so much excluding the component of G.

6.3.3 Deleted lines/Total LOC

Figure 7 shows the change of Deleted lines/Total LOC metric. Although the change
tendency is similar to Figure 6, the change rate is a little lower. In the case of this
metric, the change ratio of BroadleafCommerce and orientdb is different from others.
This tendency is also similar to the case of Figure 6. As shown in Figure 7a, one-time
neutralization did not change the metric so much excluding the component of G.

6.3.4 Cyclomatic Complexity/Total LOC

Figure 8 shows the change of Cyclomatic Complexity/Total LOC metric. Compared
to previous results, this metric was not changed so much. Besides, this metric greatly
decreased with neutralization by T and GT. Neutralization by tokenize increased the
number of total LOC, this may strongly affect the metric. Also, the metric extracted from
netty tends to be affected more strongly than other projects.

6.3.5 (Added lines + Deleted lines)/(commits + 1)

Figure 9 shows the change of (Added lines + Deleted lines)/(commits + 1) metric.
Unlike the other figures, the vertical axis is shown as a logarithmic. This metric became
lower with neutralization by B, C, and BC. Before the neutralization, such unnecessary
manipulation was also included in the development history. Neutralization by the combi-
nation with G and T made the metric higher. This metric greatly changes in the case of
BroadleafCommerce. Especially, the metric was over 160 times greater in the case of GT
than without neutralization.
Figure 5: Prediction result with neutralized source code
Figure 6: Change ratio of Added lines/Total LOC metric
Figure 7: Change ratio of Deleted lines/Total LOC metric
Figure 8: Change ratio of cyclomatic complexity/Total LOC metric
Figure 9: Change ratio of \((\text{Added lines} + \text{Deleted lines})/(\text{commits} + 1)\) metric
6.4 Discussion

We discuss the result of this experiment from two viewpoints. At first, we discuss the result from the viewpoint of cross-project defect prediction. Figure 10 shows the variance values of AUC. The vertical axis shows the variance values of AUC in the case of each neutralization. As shown in the figure, the variance values of AUC is decreased with neutralization. Especially, combining some methods of neutralization is effective for reducing the variance values. This tendency means that neutralization neutralizes the result of prediction. Though AUC became worse in some cases shown in Figure 5, it is indicated that learning models got more versatile with neutralization. Even if the target project for prediction is characteristic, the learning model can keep the constant prediction accuracy. For constructing a versatile prediction model, learning with neutralized source code is extremely effective.

Next, we describe the usefulness of Neu4j on static code analysis. In our experiment, we could employ the neutralization methods proposed by other researchers. This is because Neu4j imports existing neutralization methods to itself. This feature can solve the problem that existing neutralization techniques are inapplicable to other analysis in most cases. Besides, we could easily try various combinations of neutralization methods in our
experiment. For example, components of granularity and tokenize are provided by other
developers, and their interfaces are not the same. Nevertheless, we did not have to care
about such differences and could conduct frequent neutralization. Neu4j enables to chain
some neutralization methods like pipelining, so researchers do not have to care about such
differences. It is indicated that this feature contributes to examine which neutralization is
effective in the analysis. From the above reasons, researchers can easily introduce various
neutralization with Neu4j.
7 Threats to Validity

In the evaluation, there are some factors which may affect the validity of the results. First, our experiment could not completely reproduce the experiment by Zimmermann et al [39]. There are mainly two reasons for this.

When we measure metrics, we could not clarify the definition of some metrics. Therefore, two metrics used in the original experiment are unused in our experiment. The lack of metrics may influence the validity of the prediction result. Also, the dataset is quite different from the original experiment. If used metrics are not effective on the dataset, they also influence on learning and prediction.

Besides, we did not use all projects in the dataset. This is because unused projects did not meet the conditions of our experiment. In the case of prediction based on all projects, the result may be different from ours.
8 Related Works

Source code analysis has been conducted for long decades [1] [2]. The analytical method and purpose of the analysis are diverse. The measurement of software metrics is one of the significant analysis methods. Software metrics are used in various fields, such as defect prediction [4] and quality measurement [45]. Metrics enable quantitative software evaluation [16]. Code clone is also significant on source code analysis [6]. They contribute to software reuse [5] and refactoring [13]. Recently, source code analysis is conducted with various techniques such as natural language processing [46] and deep learning [47].

So far, some researchers proposed neutralization methods for source code analysis. Higo et al. propose code flattening, which transforms a complex program into simple one [14]. Code flattening neutralizes the granularity of the statement per one line. Qiao pointed out that there are various implementations for the same scenario [10]. For example, loop implementation has several types: for-loop, enhanced for-loop, and while-loop. Using a ternary operator or if-else statement is another example of various implementations. Since such varieties directly affect source code analysis, they are desirable to eliminate. In Neu4j, we employ such effective neutralization methods. By using Neu4j, researchers can try various combinations of neutralizations.
9 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced the concept of Source Code Neutralization. The purpose of neutralization is to avoid negative effects on source code analysis by transforming the given code into the normalized form. Also, we proposed a tool named Neu4j, which neutralizes source code. Neu4j enables neutralization chains like a pipeline which has been leveraged in many software systems such as Unix and CI/CD. In order to confirm the influence by neutralization on static code analysis, we conducted reproduce experiment.

There are mainly two future works. Currently, Neu4j is just a prototype and has only four components of neutralization. Also, the three components neutralize from the viewpoint of source code format. Therefore, current Neu4j do not change the structure of the source code drastically. The components which change the structure of source code affect the result of analysis more directly. Not only that, reordering and combining such components may generate other formats of neutralized source code. In order to expand the possibilities of Neu4j, we are planning to introduce more components to Neu4j. Also, Neu4j has not been evaluated empirically. We need to evaluate and show the effectiveness of Neu4j.
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